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METALS UPDATE 

August 13, 2014 

London Gold AM Fix $1,309.25 -$1.75 from prior AM  
LME Copper Stocks 146,200 tons -550 tons. Shanghai Deliverable Stocks 103,543 tons +675 tons 
Gold Stocks 9.737 million ounces +221,109, Silver Stocks 175.234 million ounces -28,374  
 
 
GOLD / SILVER 
The bull case is softening as fears of slowing are surfacing around the globe, the Dollar remains strong and a host 
of physical commodities remain under pressure. Some longs are reportedly abandoning the safe haven angle 
because of fears that further tensions in the Ukraine might actually increase the prospects of deflationary slowing 
in Germany, the Euro zone and other areas. In other words, if the safe haven angle doesn't burn a little hotter, 
then the bear camp might be able to gain the upper hand. Clearly the bull camp holds out hope that the arrival of 
the Russian aid convoy on the border of Ukraine will result in a fresh act of aggression from the Russians. 
However, for Russia to take a chance of running the gauntlet of Ukrainian national forces, they might need a "re-
massing" of Russian forces and equipment right-on or just inside the border. The ebb and flow of the Ukraine 
situation today will turn off Russia's compliance with Ukrainian protocol on the entry of the truck convoy. In looking 
ahead, the precious metals markets will be influenced by US Retail Sales results later today but given that 
expectations only call for a minimal rise, the rate of gain for the Dollar might be limited. Other overnight 
developments favoring the bear camp today is talk of soft second half Indian gold imports (due to the lingering 
Import duty) and a reduced inflation forecast from the BOE that was released overnight. The bull camp has to 
hope that talk of putting US troops back into Iraq will provide a cushion to a vulnerable market condition. Gold 
derivative holdings did increase by 14,754 ounces overnight but silver derivative holdings declined by 18,353 
ounces. 
 
 
PLATINUM  
The divergence between platinum and palladium price action was even more extreme on Tuesday, as palladium 
significantly outperformed on the upside while platinum was almost glued to unchanged levels! We have to think 
that palladium supply is being seen as relatively tighter than platinum supply, but we also think that the threat of a 
Russian supply halt is being seen as a front and center issue in the palladium trade and lastly, it seems that 
palladium is being seen as the choice of developing world "clean air" efforts. One might also suggest that 
investors have also showed some minor preference for palladium over the last month. With the Russian truck 
convoy expected to be a key geopolitical issue today, it is possible that residual strength in gold could add to the 
bullish equation in palladium. However, on another breakout up in palladium, we would suggest that would-be 
bulls in the PGM metals sector look to add long platinum plays, instead of chasing palladium at or above contract 
highs. Platinum derivative holdings overnight declined by a very significant 47,034 ounces, while palladium 
derivative holdings declined by 8,253 ounces. 
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TODAY'S MARKET IDEAS  
The all-or-nothing focus of the metals markets looks to be centered on the Eastern Ukraine border situation again 
today, and that situation is likely to set the trend and tone of the trade today and for the rest of the week. If the aid 
is handed over and delivered by the Red Cross, then the safe haven interest should wane. If Russia decides to 
protect its trucks by massing a menacing force at the border and or decides to penetrate the border to insure Pro-
Russia supporters are saved, that could escalate tensions and support gold prices. In any respect, today could be 
the day of decision for more Russian aggression! Remain long gold and palladium, but consider the protection of 
long puts. Without the Ukraine story line, the precious metals markets are facing slowing fears from Europe to 
China, adverse Dollar action and an ongoing drag from slumping oil prices.  
 
 
COPPER  
While copper spent a large portion of Tuesday morning's trading in positive ground, prices eroded throughout the 
session and ended up spending most of the afternoon in negative territory. Apparently a 3rd tier business 
confidence rise in the US was ignored by the copper bulls yesterday, perhaps because of ongoing weakness in 
equities, strength in the Dollar and a looming confrontation between Ukraine and Russia on a shipment of 
humanitarian aid. Other issues that undermined copper this week were reports of slack summer demand and 
rumors of more available physical supply from Indonesia. The copper market ranged down sharply again 
overnight and damaged the charts even further and that leaves the bear camp with the technical edge today. In 
conclusion, ongoing fears of slowing in Europe/China, a fresh geopolitical anxiety event from the Ukraine later 
today and residual strength in the Dollar, leaves the path of least resistance in copper pointing downward. With 
reports of slack summer physical demand and rumors of rising available physical supply, we are having trouble 
finding enough positives to averting a near-term slide down to the $3.10 level.  
 
The failure to hold the $3.20 and $3.17 levels over the last 24 hours has injured the bull case, and that might keep 
all but well-capitalized buyers on the sidelines until the $3.10 level is tested or the whole Ukraine situation is taken 
off the back of the world economy! With the added negative of slumping economic expectations in China, Europe 
and the UK, the bear camp has plenty of arguments to send copper prices down to the lowest levels since mid-
June. 
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